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CHAPTER 14

L A N D  U S E  /  L A N D  C OV E R  B I A S  I N
T H E  W ROX E T E R  H I N T E R L A N D

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 AIM

The aim of this case study, and of LULC mapping in the Wroxeter Hinterland Project, is to assess, model,
and compensate for the distorting effects of land use and land cover in the discovery of archaeological
sites – so-called bias modelling. These biases can be said to operate at two distinct scales of research: a)
the local scale, of an area investigated by field walking survey, and b) the regional scale, of an area
investigated by site-based desktop study or by aerial photography.

1.2 BACKGROUND

From 1994 to 1997 a 40 by 30 km area around the Roman civitas capital of Viriconium Cornoviorum
(modern-day Wroxeter in the county of Shropshire, UK) was the object of a regional GIS-supported
study funded by the Leverhulme Trust. A general description of the project can be found in Gaffney &
Van Leusen 1996; among its many aims was the study of methods for dealing with the main biases
present in the archaeological record of any area, and the Wroxeter hinterland in particular (Van Leusen
1996; chapter on biases). The current case study concentrates on just one of those biases – the varying
discovery rates of archaeological remains under different types of land use and land cover (‘LULC’), and
the effect that changes in LULC have on the nature of that record. For a more detailed discussion of
biases in regional archaeological data sets, see Chapter 4. The first specific aim of this case study is to
demonstrate that such effects can be measured, modeled, and – at least in part – corrected within a GIS
environment.

Whereas recent LULC is argued to be an important factor in creating patterning in the archaeological
record (see Chapter 2), it is of course recognised that social actions within the landscape, and the
archaeological remains resulting from those actions, are themselves also non-randomly distributed. A
subsidiary aim of this case study is therefore to review the historical, toponymic, and archaeological
evidence for a reconstruction of ancient (Roman) LULC in the WHP area.

Historic land use and land cover data for the Wroxeter Hinterland study area were obtained and digitised
from a number of sources, not all of which proved to be of use for the current case study. The three sets
of LULC data that will be presented and discussed here were obtained by the digitisation of land use
maps created by the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain (OSGB) around 1928 (i.e., before the post-war
industrialisation of agriculture in Britain)i; by georeferencing and supervised classification of a Landsat
TM image of the area dating to February of 1992ii; and by field work conducted by local volunteers in the
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course of the WHP parish survey (1996; partial coverage only)iii. Changes in LULC over time can be
traced by comparing these maps. These data will be compared with the distributions and characteristics of
the archaeological site data obtained from the Shropshire county Sites and Monuments Records.

1.3 TWO APPROACHES TO THE USE OF LULC HISTORY IN LOCATIONAL MODELLING

In this case study, two distinct approaches to the use of LULC history in the regional locational modelling
of sites in the Wroxeter Hinterland will be explored. Firstly (section 2), the quantitative approach that
regards LULC as just one of a range of environmental variables; and secondly (section 3), the historical
approach that attempts to reconstruct LULC for the periods being studied. Similarities and divergences
between the two approaches will be explored in a concluding section (section 4).

At the local scale, the history of land use is likely to vary field by agricultural field, and each of these can
be said to have its own ‘cultural biography’ which must be taken into account when, for example, the
results of field walking surveys are being analysed. The same effect occurs as well at the regional scale,
and with the site-oriented archaeological data typically available at that scale. Land use and land cover, and
changes in them over time, deeply affect not just the archaeological remains themselves (post-depositional
processes), but more specifically the archaeological record – i.e., the type, amount, and location of finds
and sites coming to the attention of professional archaeologists.

The inclusion of historical LULC data in locational models therefore has a very great impact on results.
There is evidence that LULC, through its differential effect on the chances of discovery of archaeological
remains, is one of the most important variables in ‘predicting’ site location (cf. Van Leusen 1993:114-
115). In their simplest form, LULC maps may be included in predictive locational models as just one
more ‘environmental’ variable (cf. discussion in Gaffney & Van Leusen 1995), to be correlated with the
locations of known archaeological finds. Alternatively, LULC data may be used to ‘correct’ traditional
predictive models by deriving the latter for each LULC category separately, through a masking step. That
this results in important changes to site characteristics, will be shown below.

2 A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH

2.1 PROPERTIES OF THE LULC MAPS

Table 1 gives percentages of land use for 1100 km2 (88%) of the WHP study area, as derived from the
1928 mapping and the 1992 satellite image. It can be seen that some 15% of the total surface area was
converted from grasslands and rough pastures to other uses; unfortunately the satellite image
classification is not of sufficient quality to put much trust in the 1992 LULC percentages. There has also
been a large increase in the area of built-up between 1928 and 1992, but this can not be demonstrated due
to the restricted accuracy of the data used.

Higher quality data are available for a sample area of 148 km2 which was surveyed by local WHP
volunteers. Table 2 gives percentage coverage of each land use type within this area for the 1928 and 1996
mappings. These data clearly show the increased intensity of land use in the sample area, with over one
quarter of the land converted from extensive (hay and grazing) to intensive (arable) use between 1928 and
1996. Exactly when this change took place is not clear, but it is likely to have been progressive from the
post-war mechanisation at about 1950 onward.
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Table 1 – Changes in land use over the period 1928-1992, Wroxeter hinterland.

land use category 1928 1992 change
woodland 6.23 8.94 + 2.71
arable land 22.18 28.23 + 6.05
meadowland and permanent grass 59.35 50.99 - 8.36
heath, moorland, commons and rough pasture 6.00 - - 6.00
houses with large gardens, built-up areas 6.13 6.12 - 0.01
water bodies 0.10 1.28 + 1.18
Unknown / no data - 4.43 + 4.43

totals 100.00 100.00 0.00

Table 2 – Changes in land use over the period 1928-1996, sample area.

land use category 1928 1996 change
woodland 6.03 8.75 + 2.73
arable land 25.34 51.56 + 26.22
meadowland and permanent grass 62.70 34.04 - 28.66
heath, moorland, commons and rough pasture 1.65 0.22 - 1.43
houses with large gardens, built-up areas 4.09 4.42 + 0.33
water bodies 0.19 1.02 + 0.83

totals 100.00 100.00 0.00

2.2 PROPERTIES OF THE SHROPSHIRE SMR DATA

At the time this study was conducted (1994-6), the Shropshire County Sites and Monuments Record
(SMR) held 936 site records for the 1178 km2 (38 by 31 km) study area. For the purposes of this case
study not all of the many attributes of the SMR records are relevant; the two properties we will discuss
here are site discovery mode and site type.

DISCOVERY MODE

In order to trace the circumstances under which archaeological remains were discovered, an obvious first
step is to use the information held in Shropshire SMR field 90 (Form). This field has been filled out for
810 records, and contains four relevant categories: Aerial photographic mark, Finds, Subsurface deposit,
and Earthwork. The category Finds is further subdivided into Finds Only and Finds Also. Table 3 gives the
counts and percentages of sites for these categories. Out of the 810 records, 28 must be rejected because
information about the original discovery is lacking. ‘Subsurface deposits’ is a category almost exclusively
applied to excavated deposits, which were presumably preceded by discovery in some manner other than
excavation. Likewise, it is unclear whether the category ‘Finds also’ covers finds made following discovery
by another method. In what follows, these categories will therefore play no role. Further information
regarding site discovery was sought from SMR fields 160 (Land use on site) and 220 (Description), but it was
found that the content of the former field was generally recorded post hoc from air photographs (severing
the potential link between LULC and discovery), while the log of events provided by the latter proved to
be not very informative about the circumstances of first discovery. Neither field was therefore used, and
the following analysis is solely based on the content of SMR field 90, and hence the total number of sites
available for analysis is 782. Of these, well over half (58%) were discovered by aerial reconnaissance,
another 29% consists of chance finds of (mostly) single objects, and the remaining 13% are relatively
obtrusive earthworks such as barrows and hillfort defenses.
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Table 3 – Recorded discovery modes of pre-Conquest sites in the Shropshire SMR.

Discovery Mode Count % of all records having a
discovery mode (n=810)

% of records with
primary discovery mode
(n=782)

AP mark 457 56 58
Earthwork 101 12 13
Subsurface deposit 14 2 -
Finds 238 29 -
- Finds only 224 28 29
- Finds also 11 1 -

totals 810 99 100

SITE TYPE

A total of 855 out of the original 936 pre-Conquest sites in the Shropshire SMR data set have a site type
attribute, as set out in Table 4. The spatial distributions of these sites are mapped against the background
of the 1928 LULC data in Figure 1. Since the majority of the non-stray and non-obtrusive records in the
SMR derives from aerial photographic reconnaissance, Table 5 lists site types for this discovery group as
well.

Table 4 – Breakdown of pre-Conquest site types recorded in the Shropshire SMR for the Wroxeter
hinterland.

Site type Subtype Count % of
total

Hillforts - 18 2
Villas (Roman) - 22 3
Enclosures - 281 33
Pit Alignments - 38 4
Burial Mounds Ring ditches 73 9

Barrows 44 5
Field Systems - 88 10
Trackways - 33 4
Stray finds a.o. Flint 50, Coins 30, Early Roman 73, Late

Roman 29
258 30

totals 855 100

Table 5 – Breakdown of pre-Conquest site types discovered by aerial reconnaissance in the Wroxeter
hinterland.

AP mark type Subtype Count % of total
Enclosure Curvilinear 22, Rectilinear 88, Hybrid 18 280 60
Pit alignment - 38 8
Linear feature - 43 9
Field system - 44 9
Ring ditch - 62 13

totals 467 99
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2.3 UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS

The first step in locational modeling generally involves checking (‘exploratory data analysis’) of the
correlations between the locations of site types and the values of independent variables. Univariate
locational preferences form the basis for deciding which variables are likely to be useful predictors. To
begin with, distribution maps were produced of the three major discovery classes (figure 2), and one-
sample univariate correlations with the three LULC maps were investigated (table 6).

Table 6a - Site List: smr290APmark (457 sites)    Layer: Land Use map 1930s (reclassified)
                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) water bodies              128285                      13
(  1) woodland                  109538     6.2     27.7     12    8.889     1
(  2) arable land               390001    22.2     98.6    216  139.854     1
(  3) meadowland and permanent 1043602    59.4    263.8    201   14.948     1
(  4) heath and moorland        105519     6.0     26.7      5   17.610     1
(  5) other built-up areas      107855     6.1     27.3     10   10.931     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1756515   100.0    444.0    444  192.231     4

Table 6b - Site List: smr290Only (224 sites)      Layer: Land Use map 1930s (reclassified)
                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) water bodies              128285                      15
(  1) woodland                  109538     6.2     13.0     13    0.000     1
(  2) arable land               390001    22.2     46.4     29    6.528     1
(  3) meadowland and permanent 1043602    59.4    124.2    110    1.618     1
(  4) heath and moorland        105519     6.0     12.6     14    0.166     1
(  5) other built-up areas      107855     6.1     12.8     43   70.913     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1756515   100.0    209.0    209   79.225     4

Table 6c. Site List: smr290Earthwork (101 sites) Layer: Land Use map 1930s (reclassified)
                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) water bodies              128285                      11
(  1) woodland                  109538     6.2      5.6     13    9.724     1
(  2) arable land               390001    22.2     20.0      7    8.435     1
(  3) meadowland and permanent 1043602    59.4     53.5     20   20.952     1
(  4) heath and moorland        105519     6.0      5.4     47  319.984     1
(  5) other built-up areas      107855     6.1      5.5      3    1.155     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1756515   100.0     90.0     90  360.250     4

It is already evident from figure 1 that the existing recorded archaeological sites have a marked
‘preference’ for arable land in the 1920s mapping. If we break the record down into groups according to
discovery mode, a detailed picture emerges in which arable land use is an excellent predictor for the
presence of AP marks (table 6a, cat 2), stray finds ‘prefer’ intensively visited and worked areas and ‘avoid’
the only relatively inaccessible arable (table 6b, cats 2, 5 & 6), and earthworks are preserved from the
plough mostly on uncultivated heath- and woodland and, to a lesser extent, on permanent grassland
(table6c, cats 1, 3 & 4)iv.
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Figure 1 -  top: SMR discovery type against 1928 LULC
(N=810). Red box: AP mark. Yellow diamond: earthwork. Blue
diamond: stray find. Bottom: SMR site types against 1928
LULC (N=855). White box: hillforts. Orange diamond: villa
(closed=certain). Yellow star closed: enclosure; open: field system.
Green box closed: barrow; open: ring ditch. Magenta box: pit
alignment. White x: stray find.
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Figure 2 - Major site discovery classes for 855 pre-Conquest sites in the Wroxeter
Hinterland (source: Shropshire SMR). Red dots: AP marks. Yellow boxes:
chance finds. Blue dots: earthworks.

The overall preference for arable appears to be largely caused by a subset of enclosures and field systems
that were identified on aerial photographs, a prospection technique which is known to introduce a bias in
favour of arable land – either freshly ploughed or under a young or mature crop. Rather than interpreting
the patterning we have discovered in our data as a reflection of the original patterned distribution of this
type of site, we would suspect it to be caused perhaps by especially disruptive agricultural practices in
these areas, or by a heightened soil and crop response which makes certain types of archaeological
features show up better in aerial photography. Either way, recent and modern land use is heavily
implicated in the formation of the pattern.

Univariate preferences / avoidances for enclosures and fieldsystems show that, already in the 1920s, these
sites are characterised by avoidance of woodland, grass- and meadowland, and low density builtup (the
latter presumably caused by the fact that these areas were taken out of agricultural use) and the converse
strong preference for arable. This situation continues in 1992, but with a less strong avoidance of
grassland, which however in 1996 returns (by which time other cats are below statistical threshold).
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2.4 MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

LULC and the locations of archaeological sites are of course correlated not just through the process of
discovery, but also through the land use qualities of the soils and geomorphology of the study area. This
three-way correlation can be quantified by statistical measures (if the scale of the variables is at least
ordinal), but it is not possible to extract causal relationships by this means. Two examples of this
phenomenon are given below.

Figure 3 - Enclosures discovered by aerial reconnaissance (n=280) vs. soil groups of the
Wroxeter Hinterland.
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Table 7 (a-e) – Chi2 result tables for site types on simplified 1928 LULC. A: enclosures (n=280), B:
ring ditches (n=62), C: field systems (n=44), D: linear features (n=43), E: pit alignments (n=38).

A)                                                                      degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) no data                   128285                       9
(  1) uncultivated land         215057    12.2     33.2      8   19.108     1
(  2) arable land               390001    22.2     60.2    129   78.735     1
(  3) meadowland and permanent 1043602    59.4    161.0    130    5.972     1
(  4) built-up areas, etc.      107855     6.1     16.6      4    9.602     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1756515   100.0    271.0    271  113.417     3

B)
                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) no data                   128285                       5
(  1) uncultivated land         215057    12.2      7.0      1    5.122     1
(  2) arable land               390001    22.2     12.7     36   43.060     1
(  3) meadowland and permanent 1043602    59.4     33.9     16    9.425     1
(  4) built-up areas, etc.      107855     6.1      3.5      4    0.071     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1756515   100.0     57.0     57   57.678     3

C)
                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) no data                   128285                       0
(  1) uncultivated land         215057    12.2      5.4      1    3.573     1
(  2) arable land               390001    22.2      9.8     28   34.020     1
(  3) meadowland and permanent 1043602    59.4     26.1     15    4.749     1
(  4) built-up areas, etc.      107855     6.1      2.7      0    2.702     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1756515   100.0     44.0     44   45.043     3

D)
                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) no data                   128285                       0
(  1) uncultivated land         215057    12.2      5.3      2    2.024     1
(  2) arable land               390001    22.2      9.5     17    5.818     1
(  3) meadowland and permanent 1043602    59.4     25.5     23    0.254     1
(  4) built-up areas, etc.      107855     6.1      2.6      1    1.019     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1756515   100.0     43.0     43    9.115     3

E)
                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) no data                   128285                       0
(  1) uncultivated land         215057    12.2      4.7      2    1.512     1
(  2) arable land               390001    22.2      8.4     24   28.706     1
(  3) meadowland and permanent 1043602    59.4     22.6     12    4.955     1
(  4) built-up areas, etc.      107855     6.1      2.3      0    2.333     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1756515   100.0     38.0     38   37.507     3
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Comparing discovery method with soil type, we find that enclosure sites discovered from the air avoid
peat, ground-water gley, lithomorphic soils and podzols, preferring brown earths and surface-water gley
soils. These associations become even stronger when we exclude areas that were not extensively studied
from the air - brown earths are now even more preferred (Chi2 of 19), while surface-water gleys are less
favoured, and ground-water gleys are more clearly avoided. We know that this must partly be caused by
visibility biases - ground water gleys being much less subject to drying out, and podzolic soils tending to
be poor and therefore covered with woodland, scrub or heath (cf. Jones & Evans 1975). Of the two
major soil classes in the area, surface-water gleys are slightly less workable than brown earths, and tend to
occur farther away from streams and roads.

Figure 4 - Distribution of barrows (white) and ring ditches (red) vs. soil groups in the
Wroxeter Hinterland. For legend, see figure 3.

Table 8 - Chi2 table of AP mark enclosures (n=280) vs soil groups.
                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) no data                    31332                       4
(  3) lithomorphic soils           495     0.1      0.3      0    0.311     1
(  5) brown calcareous earth    184050    41.8    115.5    163   19.550     1
(  6) podzolic soils             35748     8.1     22.4      4   15.144     1
(  7) surface-water gley soi    194997    44.3    122.4    108    1.684     1
(  8) ground-water gley soil      9758     2.2      6.1      1    4.286     1
(  9) man-made soils              7058     1.6      4.4      0    4.429     1
( 10) peat soils                  7762     1.8      4.9      0    4.870     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------

      Totals              439868   100.0    276.0    276   50.273     6
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A second example illustrating the effects of visibility on the distribution of archaeological site types are
barrows and ring ditches. Set against soil types, ring ditches display a preference for brown earths
although they also occur on surface-water gley soils, while barrows have a very strong preference for
podzolic soils (Chi2 of 92) and occur to a much lesser extent on either brown earths or surface-water
gleys. Yet we know that these two data samples are drawn from one parent population - mainly Bronze
Age barrows, which have been agriculturally degraded on some soils while being preserved on others.

Table 9 - A: Chi2 table of barrows (n=44) vs soil groups. B: Chi2 table of ring ditches (n=73) vs soil
groups. Units with expected sites < 3 have been omitted.
A)
                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) no data                   225620                       5
(  5) brown calcareous earth    736200    44.4     17.3      8    5.003     1
(  6) podzolic soils            142992     8.6      3.4     21   92.568     1
(  7) surface-water gley soil   779988    47.0     18.3     10    3.788     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1659180   100.0     39.0     39  101.359     2

B)                                                                      degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0) no data                   225620                       7
(  5) brown calcareous earth    736200    44.4     29.3     47   10.716     1
(  6) podzolic soils            142992     8.6      5.7      2    2.391     1
(  7) surface-water gley soil   779988    47.0     31.0     17    6.341     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1659180   100.0     66.0     66   19.449     2

There are several ways in which we can approach the three-way correlation of natural environment –
LULC – archaeological site location. Among the specialist multivariate tools at our disposal are 3-way
contingency table analysis and log-linear analysis, but the simpler approach chosen below reduces the
multivariate problem to a series of bivariate problems. First, we study locational preferences within each
discovery class (discovery mode invariant); next, we study them within each LULC class (LULC class
invariant).

DISCOVERY MODE INVARIANT

One way of studying the potential significance of such biases in archaeological records is to assume that
the distribution of sites first recorded by one particular method is entirely due to bias, whereas any
differences in distribution of site types within this group may be due to locational factors. The largest
group of known sites by discovery mode are the AP marks, and these therefore give most scope for this
type of analysis. As we saw, the Shropshire SMR contains 457 records of type AP mark within our study
area. We have examined the distributions of the largest subgroups by morphology - Enclosure, Ring
ditch, Field system, Pit alignment, and Linear feature (see figure 3 and table 7), and found that, whereas
the distribution of enclosures and linear features are not significantly different from that of all AP marks,
the distributions of ring ditches and field systems seem to be more restricted to the central lowland. Most
remarkably, pit alignments display a clearly different distribution from that of all AP marks - they are
located mainly in the Tern and upper Severn watershed areas! This presents us with a subject for further
study: do these alignments bear any relation with topography, with the division of the landscape between
farmsteads, were they wind breaks?v
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LULC CLASS INVARIANT

The inverse of the above operations assumes that LULC bias can be avoided by separately modelling site
location preferences for each LULC type. Thus, if the discovery of AP marks is contingent on the
presence of arable, then the distributions of site types discovered by aerial reconnaissance within the arable
may be used to model site location preferences that do not suffer from these biases. For this, we cannot
use the 1928 LULC map by itself, because it represents only one early stage in the history of modern land
use in the study area. We must instead construct a map that shows the probability that any particular area
will have been in arable use in the latter half of the 20th century.

I have approached such a map by adding up all arable in the three base maps (i.e., dated 1928, 1992, and
1996) and applying distance buffer zones of 100, 250, 500, and 1000 meters to that. To obtain the
cleanest possible results with the given data, I further restricted the study area to that in which the aerial
reconnaissance unit of the RCHME operates (west of the line x=363000). The results, presented here in
figure 5 and table 10, show that AP marks are extremely strongly correlated with arable land use. All but
seven out of 422 AP marks are either on, or within 250 meters of, known arable land (Chi2 of 155 at 1
degree of freedom).

Table 10 – Correlation of 422 AP marks in the Shropshire SMR to combined arable. Analysis region
bounded by north: 325000, west: 336000, east: 363000, south: 294000 NGR.

                                                                        degrees
                                cells     %    expected actual   chi      of
Site Characteristics            cover   cover   sites    sites  square  freedom
--------------------           ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
(  0)                           163042                       7
(  1) Arable                    540100    45.9    190.6    317   83.876     1
(  2) 250 meter buffer          636058    54.1    224.4     98   71.222     1
                               ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------
      Totals                   1176158   100.0    415.0    415  155.098     1

It is probable that this correlation could be strengthened even more by taking further variables into
account, such as the areas effectively excluded from observation because of flying restrictions, ancient
woodland and water bodies, and pre-war built-up areas.  However, the point of the exercise was to
demonstrate how bias factors can be incorporated into locational models.

CORRECTION

Having identified land use as a factor contributing bias to our recorded site distributions, it is now
possible to use GIS to, firstly, quantify that bias and, secondly, compensate for it. Various GIS techniques
for doing this have been proposed (Terrenato & Ammerman 1996, Van Leusen 1996), which are
generally referred to as weighting or evaluation schemes.

Quantifying the bias in a distribution of archaeological sites could be done by directly assigning weights or
values to each of the land use categories on the basis of its presumed effect on the visibility of sites. For
example, high weights (ie, low visibility) are assigned to built-up and forested areas and water bodies, and
low weights (high visibility) to arable land. Weights or values could also be derived automatically by
assuming that the known distribution of archaeological sites directly reflects differential visibility – in this
case, one could for instance use the Chi squared or P values for random distribution of sites as the
weight. Problematic in these approaches is, that the weight variable has never been independently
measured. It is important to remember, however, that these are just the extremes of a whole range of
possible methods for creating a map quantifying a particular bias.
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Figure 5 – Distribution of AP marks (black diamonds, n=422) with respect to distance to arable
land. Light grey: arable in 1928, 1992, or 1996. Dark grey: 250m buffer around arable. Grid
line spacing: 10 kms.

3 MODELING ANCIENT LULC: A HISTORICAL APPROACH

Whilst modern LULC has the unfortunate effect of biasing our recovery of the archaeological record in
various ways, causing spurious patterning, that of course does not mean that no ‘real’ patterning exists in
the archaeological record. A study of the ancient (in this case Roman) LULC might clarify why we find
the material residue of various social actions in particular parts of the landscape. In the absence of
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any direct historical or archaeological (eg, paleo-environmental) evidence, we have investigated if later
historical, archaeological, and place-name evidence might be extrapolated to the remoter past, and thus
bring us closer to Roman LULC. The following discussion concentrates on the evidence of most
immediate relevance to LULC, while a more extensive discussion of literary sources may be found in
White & Barker (1998:130-6).

3.1 STABILITY IN THE LONGUE DURÉE

A reconstruction of Roman LULC in the central Shropshire area must start with the observation that
historical evidence indicates that land use in the study area appears to have been extremely stable over the
centuries. Thirsk (1987:29) mapped the farming regions of England for the period 1500-1650, showing
the WHP study area as open pasture used for rearing and fattening. The situation appears little changed
during the period 1640-1750, with farming land use down to cattle and sheep rearing, sometimes with
dairying (on fells and moorland), stock-fattening with horse breeding, and fishing and fowling (in
fenland).

Shropshire and Cheshire, the core Cornovian lands, are today still some of the best cattle land in the
country. Given this continuity, we may ask if perhaps it is possible to trace this emphasis on animal
farming back to even earlier times. The validity of such extrapolation is supported by authors such as
Williamson (1988) who projects Anglo-Saxon land management systems in the Norfolk area back into
late Roman times:

‘By the end of the Roman period there were around 1.3 settlements per square kilometre. (...) settlements
tended to cluster near to the margins of the lighter soils of the valleys, or on the floors of the valleys themselves.
Plateaus were more sparsely, but apparently quite evenly, populated, but the settlement pattern was more mobile
and the settlements themselves more short-lived. (…) Settlement had been re-established in all parts of the area
studied by the end of the Saxon period, and its pattern exhibits a number of similarities with that of the Roman
period. In particular, the farmsteads and hamlets away from the major valleys were of lower status than those
located adjacent to them; the former were tenurially dependent on the latter, and were therefore usually unnamed in
the Domesday survey.’ (Williamson 1988:162-164)

Such remarks are relevant to at least the southern parts of the WHP study area, where a similar
topography could have resulted in a similar settlement system. Thus, documentary evidence seems to
argue that the longe durée LULC in Shropshire is one of animal husbandry. White further supports this with
his reconstruction of the economic wealth of late pre-Roman Iron Age Cornovian society and certain
striking features of Roman Viroconium itself – the probable forum boarium and extensive tanneries in the
northern part of the town (White & Barker 1998: 79, 92).

3.2 PLACE-NAME ETYMOLOGY

However, a further and more specific type of evidence can be adduced by studying Anglo-Saxon charters
and place-name evidence. To begin with the latter, Gelling (1992) discusses the available place-name
evidence for the presence of ancient woodland in Shropshire (see Figure 6). She mapped place-names of
‘leah’ (modern -ley) type and found

‘…a very dense concentration of symbols in the eastern half [of Shropshire]. Two groupings can be
discerned, one running from Leegomery (south of the Weald Moors) to Meadowley (west of Bridgnorth), and
another occupying the south-eastern corner of the county. The River Severn was here flowing through dense
woodland, some of which survived to form the basis of the early industrial activity in Coalbrookdale… Some ()

names have first elements (such as ‘cat’ in Ketley, ‘burdock’ in Clotley, ‘fern’ in Farley, ‘burnt’ in
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Barnsley) which suggest a relatively underdeveloped landscape. It seems probable that in eastern Shropshire the -ley
names give a fair impression of the whole extent of the Anglo-Saxon woodland, rather than just marking the core
of it. If this woodland had been continuous it would have exceeded that of north Warwickshire in extent, but the
place-names give evidence of an open belt running from Upton Cresset to Eardington…’

‘There is another belt of -ley names running east/west across the centre of Shropshire. Two outliers,
Bradley and Farley, at the eastern end of the belt are minor names in Much Wenlock parish. West of these are
Harley, Hughley, Kenley, Langley, Ruckley, Frodesley, Lydley Heys and Leebotwood. These are all ‘major’
names, the last two referring to places in Botwood where Haughmond Abbey was making assarts (the technical
term for woodland clearings) in the second half of the twelfth century. Since leah is not likely to have been used in
the sense of ‘forest clearing’ as late as that it is likely that some small settlements here had the name Lege from an
earlier date, and that these provided bases from which the abbey developed more land (…) No other groups of -ley
names in Shropshire are as extensive as these belts in the east and centre, and there are large areas in which the
word does not occur at all. There was some ancient woodland north of Shrewsbury (referred to in Pimley,
Albrightlee, Astley), and Lee Brockhurst, Marchamley and some minor names attest to another patch further
north, between the Roden and the Tern.’  (Gelling 1992:15-17)

We argue that if ‘–ley’ place names represent Anglo-Saxon clearings within (partly) wooded areas, then
these areas were likely to have been (managed) woodland in late Roman times and possibly earlier. Such
woodland occurs as a belt along the lower slopes of the Long Mynd and other high relief terrain in the
south of the study area, and up through the Telford area; another belt of wooded land lies across the
Severn Valley where Shrewsbury is today. Both of these woodland belts seem to be related to areas of
lower accessibility, mostly related to the peculiar geology of the study area, which causes the topography
to run at right angles to the main Severn corridor. Elevated areas are therefore generally less accessible
and have lower soil quality. This is most clearly demonstrated by the latter woodland belt, which is aligned
on the geological ridge connecting Lyth Hill, Bayston Hill, and Sharpstones Hill to the south of the
Severn with Haughmond Hill to its north.

Overlaying the -leah map with the locations of enclosure sites (see figure 6) shows a strong correlation
between farmstead sites and non-wooded areas. The central woodland belt separates two clusters of
enclosures, with the core of the northwestern cluster somewhere near Great Ness, some 20 kms from
Wroxeter. Unfortunately, the ‘gap’ between the clusters is occupied by modern-day Shrewsbury, with the
ensuing lack of data. However, it is certain that the woodland and the high relief would together have
formed a clear physical as well as a psychological barrier, even though there might well have been a wide
corridor on both sides of the Severn which linked both clusters.

It is noteworthy that the northwestern cluster occupies the largest continuous area of good soils within
the Severn valley and probably had good communications to Wroxeter in the Roman period. We are
justified in expecting the presence of a major secondary centre (a la Rutinium), or perhaps a lesser one near
Montford Bridge (a la Uxacona).

Similar reasoning applies all the more strongly to the larger south-eastern woodland belt. The relief in this
area is much more dramatic, and communications with the central Severn valley much more restricted.
We find that the density of enclosures increases again to the south and east of this woodland, indicating
that we are here entering the territorium of another town, perhaps located at the Severn crossing at
Bridgenorth.
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Figure 6 - comparison of the distribution of –ley names (black), enclosure sites (red), and charter
boundaries (dashed line). Green: reconstructed woodlands. Blue: historic wetlands. (-leah place
names in Shropshire after Gelling 1992, fig. 6; reconstruction of Wroxeter’s territory in the
late/sub-Roman period after Bassett 1989)

3.3 DOCUMENTARY SOURCES

Further and independent evidence confirming this configuration comes from documentary sources
compiled by Bassett (1989). Combining certain oddities in diocesan boundaries near Wroxeter with
mention of the area of ‘Tren’ and ‘the Ercalls’ and a group of people known as ‘Wreoconsaetna’, Bassett
postulates a British territory extending from the Long Mynd in the south-west of the study area to the
Staffordshire borders in the north-east (see figure 6, dashed line). This putative territory can be shown to
have had some residual meaning in the 9th century at the latest, with Welsh poems referring back to the

7th, which would take this territory right back to a period when Viroconium was still in existence
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(cf. White & Barker 1998: 132-6). If true, this constitutes powerful confirmation of the existence of a
territorial boundary following the line of the three hills mentioned above in section 3.2; to the south and
southeast, Wroxeter’s territory would encompass the valley and slopes facing the Severn; to the north of
the Severn boundaries are less well defined but it may well be that the important wetland ecozone to the
northeast was included together with most of the valleys of the Tern and the Roden (the latter if the
Ercalls are to be included); the least well-defined boundary is to the north-west.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The study of LULC for regional archaeological research can be said to have a methodological and a
historical purpose. The former is perhaps best approached by the use of GIS to store and compare
historical cartographic data about land use. As in the case of the WHP, such data may be derived from
archival records made for military, legal or taxation reasons; from studies of agricultural productivity; and,
more recently, from historic aerial photography and satellite imagery. LULC maps can then be compared
and correlated to visibility and discovery mode aspects of the archaeological record. The case study
presented here found that recorded discovery mode in the Shropshire SMR does indeed correlate with
historic LULC, and two examples were given. It was also shown how analysis of the archaeological record
within a particular discovery mode can flag up significant deviations.

The second, historical, use of LULC studies is here demonstrated by reconstructing a regional pattern of
arable vs woodland for the late Roman period, which is supported by archival studies of diocesan
boundaries and literary topographic references. Such studies are needed if we are to distinguish between
archaeological patterns relating to ancient LULC, and those relating to modern LULC.

The scope of the current case study has been limited by the available time and by the relatively low quality
of the data available from the Shropshire SMR. However, it does demonstrate the feasibility of this type
of study, its potential for the understanding of patterns in the archaeological record; and it explores some
ways forward.
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i OSGB 1928, Land Utilisation Survey of Britain, 1:50,000. Map sheets 60: Shrewsbury and Welshpool, 61:
Wolverhampton, and 70: Bishop’s Castle.

ii Landsat TM floating quarter scene 5/203/023 obtained from NERC data centre.

iii Details of the original data sets and processing steps are recorded in ATMPROC.DOC and DATA.DOC.

iv Incidentally, this picture is further biased by a set of barrow observations contributed by a special earthwork
survey of the Long Mynd area.

v Current thinking holds that some later alignments at least (tentatively dated to the Iron Age – Medieval period),
consisting of smaller pits, functioned as boundary markers. Nothing is known about the alignments consisting of
large pits, which may date to the Bronze Age.




